General Electric announces...

A NEW INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC TRACTOR
THAT FORK LIFTS, MOWS, LUGS,
SWEEPS, PLOWS, SCRAPES, EVEN DIGS

CARRIES TYPE E LABEL UNDER OSHA REGULATIONS
This Model 1-5 GE Elec-Trak industrial tractor is a design that's
performance-proven in demanding applications. It's a cordless,
electric power center on wheels, with safety interlocks. Foot pedal
speed control. Forward and reverse at your operator's fingertips.
Human engineered for comfort with a low center of gravity for
stability.
The 1-5 is Type E approved under Occupational Safety and Health
Act regulations. It's designed for both indoor and outdoor use in
industrial/commercial locations. It's pollution-free. Quiet. Safety
interlocked. With its attachments, the GE Elec-Trak industrial
tractor unit becomes a versatile workhorse.

EFFICIENT ELECTRIC POWER GIVES YOU VERSATILITY
Quick on and off attachments. No belts to hook up or pulleys to attach. Fork lifts, front
end loaders, 180 amp welder, vacuums, sweepers, mowers, snow throwers, all powered by
their own motors, simply plug into the 1-5 for power. What's more, a host of 36-volt
portable power tools plug into the Model 1-5. With the 1-5, welding goes to the work
without hookups. With an optional AC inverter, the 1-5 even provides 110-volt power for
standard hand tools.

ALL THESE APPLICATIONS FROM ONE MACHINE
Lifting. 3 net lifting heights of 48" and
74" fixed. Most lifts plus 32" telescoping
lift all mounted both front and rear on 1-5.
Each handle variety of accessories: front, barrel, tongs, etc.

Heating. Up to a 900 pound continuous
drier. Has pulled a 25-ton locomotive. Electric operation makes 1-5
great to pull in-plant maintenance cars.
All day operation for most heating appli-
cations, additional range with partial
recharge when idle or action powered
pack.

Mobile power supply. 36-volt, 220
amp, to operate DC motors for grinding,
drilling, chain sawing, etc. Also
110-volt AC inverter available.

Personnel carrying. Double seat avail-
able for 2 ride or capacity 6 and 2
passenger rear behind personnel carriers
available.

Welding. Smooth DC arc welder welds
up to 24" steel plate or angle. Easily
handles emergency jobs in remote
locations.

Vacuuming/sweeping. Trail behind
vacuums with 30" nozzle easily convert
to walk-behind for those handy-great
places. Also, "D" powered rotary broom to
sweep away debris, etc.

Grounds care. 500 pound capacity,
40" self-leveling bucket loader attaches
in minutes. "D" rotary mower or choice
of two different 60" gang reeds. "D"

snow thrower or 48" blade for winter.
Trail behind electric sweeper for
grass and leaves.

Trash collection. Self-contained, 48" inside, in-plant refuse compactor for
quick, easy refuse pickup and powered
motorized. Manufactured and marketed
by AMI, Inc. California.

Specifications Model 1-5
Overall length ........................................ 78"
Overall height ....................................... 42"
Tread .................................................. 28"
Wheel base ........................................... 36.5"
Outside turning radius (without bumper) ........ 86"
Weight (with batteries) .............................. 660 lbs.

Power Pack — 6 six-volt, heavy duty, long-life propulsion
modules. Power pack rating — 220 AMP Hrs. @ 20 hr. rate. Add-
on 36 volt power pack booster optional for extended range.

Speed Range — Variable speed from 1/4 to 10 mph.
Charger — Built-in — requires 110-volt, 16-amp single-phase
standard grounded outlet.
Major recharge (80%) .................. Approx. 5 hours
65% recharge .................. Approx. 3 1/2 hrs.
40% recharge .................. Approx. 2 hours
High initial recovery rate when plugged in during idle time.
Automatically assures ready-to-go power.
*Charger runs longer for full battery equalization.

LET US SHOW YOU. AT YOUR PLANT.
All you do is fill out this card, clip and drop in the mail. We'll
come to your location, at your convenience, and let you put the
Model 1-5 Elec-Trak tractor to work. Doing the jobs you want it
to do.

YOUR LOCAL INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL TRACTOR
REPRESENTATIVE.

Name
Company
Address
Phone
☐ Demonstrate
Date
Time
☐ Call with more information
Signed
Title

GENERAL ELECTRIC
IF YOU WANT TO SAVE MAINTENANCE DOLLARS, LOOK INSIDE.